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1. Introduction 
In this paper we will consider an example by tS_ ‘attenberg of an ultPaproduct for _ 
which two distinct topologies share the same monads [4]. It will ble shown by means ~6 
a new characterization of monads that this circumstance is a result ol’ the identical 
clustering properties of sequences in the two topologies. Some related results in [I] 
and [4] will be extended, and new proofs will be offered. Only a modest knowledge of 
ultraproducts is needed to read this paper. 
Recall that an ultrafilter 9 is K-complete, where K is a cardinal, if n% 9 
whenever (8~ 9 and ]g[ < K. If 9 is a ~-incomplete ultrafilter on an index set 1, then 
there are @ C K and a family {A,: y < p} c 9 such that: 
(i) Ao= K, 
(ii) AgCAy for y<S<p, and 
(iii) nVeB A? = c) 121. Recall also that if (X, 9) is a topological space, x E X, and -?V 
is a non-principal u trafilter on some index set I, then the monad of x is pr(x)= 
n{*U: x E U E 4). When there is no possibility of confusion it will be denoted by 
P w(x)* 
2. hen are monads sin 
We will generally follow the notation and terminology of Juhasz [3]. 
nition 1. The pseudo-character of a topological space (X, 9) is +(X) = 
sup{min(]%,]: aP c 9,rl%P = {p}}: p E X}. 
In the event that X is a bitopological space, that is, X is endowed with two 
topologies, then the pseudo-character of (X, .%) will be denoted by @((X, 9);. 
The local pseudo-character of a topological space (X, 9) at p E X is 
*(,9)= min{i%p/: %p c & (l%p ={p}}. 
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Theorem 1. Let (X, 9) be a Hausdorff space, let p E X and let 9 be a J/“,p)‘-complete 
ultmfilter on an index set L Then &p) = {p). 
roof. Suppose that 9c is a family of neighborhoods of p with Isli= +(p) and 
f-j=% = {p}. Then if {yi)&d E PO(P), {yi}iet/g E n{“U: U E %}, fir n{{i: yi E 
LIT}: UE ‘U)={iZ yiEn%}Ea. Since ncsl={p}, {yi}i,[ ‘~pz so &9(p)={p}. 
The next two corollaries yield the trivial answer to our question. 
my 1. If (X, 9) is a Hausdorff space and if 9 is a $(X)+-complete ultrafilter on 
an index set I, then for sach p E X, t.?(p) = {p). 
Corollary 2. If 9 and 9 are Hausdofl topologies o;t a set X, and if W is a 
(@((X9 Y))+ @((Xv m“ complete ultrafilter on I, then for each p E .X, &!‘(p) = 
p:(P) := (PI* 
The next results assure that later results will be less trivial. 
efinition 3. Let (X, 4;) be a topological space and let n E X. A network 9’ at x is a 
famiiy of subsets of X such that for each neighborhood U of x, there is an L E 2 with 
x E L c LJ. If x is not isolated, a network 9 at x is said to be proper provided {x} ti 9. 
efinition 4. P. non-principal ultrafilter 9 on the index set I is said to be a-nested, 
where ar is a cardinal, provided there is a family {A,: y < ar) c 9 such that: 
(i) A*= I, 
(ii) &CA,,for y<S<ar,and 
(iii) n,,, A, = P). 
eorem 2. Let (X, Y) be a topological space and let x E X be a non-isolated point 
having a nested proper network. Let p(x) = min{l% I: % is a nested proper network at x), 
let I be an index set and let 9 be any c~nested ultrafilter on I, where LY 2 p(x). Then 
&x) # ix). 
roof. Let 2 = {Lp; fi <p(x)} be a nested proper network at SC with t, $ La for 
S<y<p(x). Let 34={A&3<~1)~9 have AO=I, A,cA, for 8<yCcu, and 
nd= i3. 
Pick a functio;l p: I + X such that if AP -As+ # 0, then flAs -Ao+]c LB -Lo+. 
Because {i: f (ij = x} = 0, {f (i)}iE&iB Z g. Also, for each p < cy, f( )E& iflFiE& for 
some 6 < p, so f(i)E Lp iff i E A@. Then for any neighborhood V of x, V =) LB for 
SOH~~ p < \a, SO {i: f(i)E V} 3 (i: f(i)e Lo} = A@ E 9, and SO { f(i)}iet/B E t?(x). 
L,et (X,..%) be a topological space for which each non-isolated point has 11 
nested proper metwork, and let p(X) = sup{min/Z’J: .2& is a nested pro,per network at 
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x ): x E X is non-isolated). If $3 is an cu-rsested ultrafilter on an index set I, where 
, then for math non-isolated x E X, &x) # (x). 
There are several theorems analogous to Theorem 2 involving iocal weight, but 
they are fairly limited, and will not be presented. Theorem 2 applies to a reasonably 
broad class of topological spaces however, taking in all first countable spaces, for 
instance. 
1. A family 3 of subsets of X is 2 network at x E X ifI in each enlargement 
there is some L c *S? such that x c L c: p(x). 
3. A topological description of monads 
In this section we will establish a topological link between 9~ and p 9(x) through 
clustering properties of nets. 
D4k&ion 5. Let I be a set directed by the relation S. An ultrafilter 9 on I is said to 
be compatible with s provided that 9 contains every terminal subset of I with 
respect to G, that is, {{i: k s i}: k E I)c 9. 
Remark 2. A direction G on I is compatible with some non-principal ultrafilter on I 
iff there is no largest element of I with respect to S. 
emark 3. Every non-principal ultrafilter 9 on an index set 1 is compatible with a 
well-ordering of I and so is [1l%ncomplete and (II-nested. 
Remark 4. If I = N, then the u.sual well-ordering of N is compatible with every 
non-principal ultrafilter on 1. 
Theorem 3. Let (X, 9) be a Hasrsdorff space, let p E X, an:g let I be an arbitrary (index 
set, rT%e following conditions are equivalent for every direction G on I without a largest 
element and every non-principal ultrafilter $3 on I compatible with s : 
(i) Each net (xi) in the eqclivalence class (yi)i,I/9 in *X cltisters at p 5 X with 
respect to S . 
(ii) (Yilied~ E 2Q+Qm 
pose that f_yi)i,l/9& p ‘(p). Then for some neighborhood U of 
p, {i: yj E V}& 9, so there is some point (x i ) iEl in the equivalence class {yi}i,l/t& for 
which {i: xi E U] = 0. Whateve.r direction is put on I, the net (xi) cannot cluster at gr. 
(ii)+(i). Let G be a direction on I compatible with 9, let {yi}i,l/9 E cs, 9(p), and 
let {xi}icl E {yi}i,l/g. For each neighborhood U of p and k E I, {i: xi E U) c 9 and 
{i: i>k}&, SO {i:xiE U and i 2 k}lz 9. Consequently there is some i a k with 
Xi E U, SO the net (xi) clusters at p. 
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4. Let 9’ and 9 be Hausdorff topologies on X. The following conditions are 
equivalent for each index set I: 
(i) There is a direction s on I without a largest element such that for each 
net (xi) in X, (xi) clusters at p in the topology 9 iff it clusters at p in the topology 9. 
(ii) ? here is a non -principal ultrafilter 9 on I such that for each p E X, &( p) = 
P?(P)* 
By Remark 4 we have: 
Cmollary 5 Let 9’and 9 be Hausdorff topologies on X and let I = N. Then for each 
non -principal lrcltrafilter 9 on I, ~1 z(x) = &.x) for each x E Xiff for each sequence (xn )
in X and point p E X, (x,,) clusters at p in 9 iff it clusters at p in 9. 
By noting that for any topologic;al space (X, $), point p E X7 and countable subset 
A of X, p E cl(A) iff there is a sequence in A which converges to p, and that a 
sequence converges to a point iff every subsequence clusters at that point we have: 
Corollary 6. Let 9 and 9 be Hausdorff topologies o&+-t X. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For each countable subset U of X, cl&U) = cl.+(U). 
(ii) For each x E X, p s(x) = & (x) for each ultrafilter 9’ on N. 
This is Theorem 3.1 of [A]. More generally we have: 
CorolPary 7. Leb 9’ and § be Hausdorff topologies on X. The folio wing conditions are 
equivalent for every in,tinite cardinal a : 
(i) FOP each U c X with 1 VI G (Y, cly( U) = cl~( U). 
(ii) For each index set I with II 1 s (I! and every ultrafilter 9~ on I, &(x) = &(x) for 
each x E X. 
The observation that a sequence converges to a poinlt iff every iubsequence 
clusters at that point yields a new proof of Theorem 3.2 of [I]. Note also that the 
example following Theore.m 3.2 is essentially an example of two topologies with 
identical convergence properties of sequences but with distinct clustering properties 
of seqluences. Finally, let (X, Yj be an a-compact pnd locally compact opological 
space. In [4] it is shown that if FC (X) is the space of continuous real-valued functions 
with compact support, then the direct limit topology and t:he S-topology I)n Fe(X) 
share the same mon& with I = N and %J a P-point. Allen Bernstein hias shown 
subsequently that it is necessary to assume that a is a P-point. It is also shown in [4] 
that the b-topology on F=(X) is a locally convex vector space topology. If the 
S-topology is not dislzrete, then by the conrinuity of scalar multiplication there is a 
countable proper nerwork at each f E Fc 
{(f 0 x: x E 1.1- I/n, 1+ l/n)): n tz N}. 
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Hence, for each P-point 9 on I = N, these topologies share the same monads, and 
these are not singletons. 
It is easy to feel that two topologies which share the same motlads must be fairly 
similar. The following example, suggested by W. Lindgren and H.-Junnila, shows that 
two not very similar topologies can share the same monads for every non-principal 
ultrafilter on I = N. 
Let X be the coordinate axes in the plane, and for points in X other than the origin 
let open neighborhoods in 9’ and r be the relative open neighborhoods for the 
Euclidean topology. Let the open neighborhoods of the origin in 9’ be the relative 
open neighborhoods intersected with the y-axis. In 3 let the open neighborhoods of 
the origin be the relative open neighborhoods with countably many points other than 
the origin removed from the x-axis. Both topologies are Hausdorff, and they have 
identical clustering properties for sequences. Moreover, for each p E X there is a 
sequence (x,) which clusters at p with (i: xi = p} = 8. Hence, for any non-principal 
ultrafilter 9 on I = N, 9’ and 9 share the same monads and these are not singletons. 
For any index set I it is easy to see how this example can be generalized to a set X 
and a pair of topologies 9’ and Y which share the same monads for each non- 
principal ultrafilter 9 on I. 
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